Member Testimonials

Lab / X-ray Search:
“I love the live chat feature! I was having trouble locating labs to go to and they helped me in less than 2
minutes! Love this!!!!”
Jessica, TN
“I am beyond happy! I appreciate all you do so much. I’ve saved $1000’s of dollars with your help.”

Eve, TX

“The Advisor was cheerful, professional, efficient & prompt in helping me sort through this maze of healthcare.
I could not ask for better service!”
Bill, NM
Results: Saved member $50 on chest x-ray.
Policy Related:
“Karis360 is a great service. This was my first time using this service and I really was impressed.”

“My Advisor solved my questions within just a few minutes!”

“Quick and easy! Nice to know that there is still good customer service still out there.”

Mike, KS

Anna, FL

Phyllis, CO

“I have been very pleased with the politeness of those who I have communicated with. This is very different
than the typical insurance experience for me. Thank you.”
Chad, WY
Provider / Specialist Search:
“I was having a hard time finding physicians in my area. I called Karis360 and got a list of physicians within
24hrs. I appreciate the help!”
Bill, CA
“The Advisors were the angels I needed in a crisis! They each responded immediately to my needs. Once I
explained my need to find doctors in the zip code area, both provided up-to-date information for doctors who
would accept my insurance. I just moved to this city in January. I had attempted to find this information on
my own but proved much harder than anticipated. The Advisors came to my rescue. For that I am extremely
appreciative and indebted to them!”
Mary, PA
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“The person who assisted me was very pleasant and helpful. She provided me with what I needed within a few
minutes. It was wonderful to reach someone right away and receive excellent service. Thanks!”
Claire, CO
“Wonderful service provided! I was very pleased to speak with such a friendly person and she was incredibly
helpful. Saved me almost $100 searching for and comparing Nephrologists in my area. Thanks a bunch!”
Ben, PA
“The assistance I was given was amazing and the young lady was so kind, courteous and caring. Thank you I
am blessed to be a part of this network!!”
Dawn, TX
Prescription Related:
“My Advisor was able to address my problem quickly. She was efficient, professional, and had such a lovely
personality. I truly appreicate her willingness to research the cost of my prescription and provide a few choices
to obtain the best price. If only every Advisor was as excellent as her, every client would be left with an
extremely satisfied feeling that someone truly cares!”
Barb, MN
Results: Found member’s requested prescription for only $4 compared to the $32 she was previously
paying.
“They did a great job taking care of my need and saving me 72% on this specific medial need I had!!!

Mary, FL

Results: Advisor found flu shot for $8 instead of $30.
“Very courteous and helpful.”

Fred, AL

Results: Saved over $30 for a 90-day supply prescription.
“The staff really goes out of their way to answer every question and ensure my understanding of the program.
They also work hard to find the answers to my needs! Way to go! If only they ran the nation’s healthcare!”
Anna, CA
Results: Saved member $26 per month off prescription drug cost.
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“The Advisor was a fantastic help!”

Karen, TX

Results: Saved member $81 on her 90-day supply prescription.
“So helpful and found a way for me to save so much money on my prescription. Thank you!”

Bill, FL

Results: Saved member $150 per month for prescription through manufacture drug program
qualifications.
“I use a special drug and was worried I would be unable to afford the medication but the Advisor sent me
an application from the drug manufacture, which helped me to get it for free!! Thank you again for all your
assistance!
Tami, CO
Results: Saved member $400 per month for prescription.
Other Services:
“This was the first time I used the Telemedicine service. I rate the experience as ‘Excellent’!”

Carol, TX

“I am so happy. Thanks for finding me a low-cost option. I didn’t think I could get a mammogram for less than
$200, but $138 sounds great!”
Beth, NY
Results: Advisor found a mammogram screening in member’s area for only $75.
“The Advisor was pleasant, easy to work with and quick to get me my information, within 24 hours. Great
experience, thank you.”
Angela, CA

Note: Karis360 is not insurance and does not provide funds to pay for bills. This is a best-efforts service. Despite Karis360 diligent efforts on
a member’s behalf, some providers refuse to make accommodations to help resolve outstanding medical bills.
Some names and identifying details have been changed to protect the privacy of individuals.

